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ABSTRACT
Melatonin, the pineal indole is characterized by
being a compound that crosses all cell membranes and which has been attributed to several
mechanisms of action. Among these it is the
ability to reduce free radicals, thereby reducing
the potential aging and cell death. Studies in
different age Wistar rats have shown that chronic application of melatonin, in the hippocampus, reduces the concentration of free radicals
and keeps its architecture. This study showed
that melatonin increases the firing rate and favors the presence of bursting activity in animals
of different ages. It is suggested that melatonin
conserved hippocampal cells in good anatomical and physiological condition probably as a
result of the elimination of free radicals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aging is a progressive and complex procedure during
life that includes gradual cellular loss, endocrine and
metabolic deficits, decreasing defense mechanisms and
functional losses [1], which contributes to health deterioration and ultimately to death with the passage of time.
During this process there is a general decline in nervous
system functions due to structural, molecular, biochemical and physiological changes [2]. The brain’s volume
and weight decay with age at a rate of around 5% per
decade after age 40 with a decline possibly increasing
with age particularly over age 70 [3]. At the beginning of
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the decade of 2000 it was suggested that the shrinking of
the grey matter could be the result of neuronal cell death
[4]. However, numerous observations indicate that there
is a widespread preservation of anatomy and function in
the aging brain; in particular, in the hippocampus the
changes that occur are relatively specific for different
subregions of this area [5]. Thus, the hippocampus is a
particular cerebral structure associated with the cognitive
impairment in the aging [6,7]. Several data suggest
changes in the morphology of the hippocampus during
aging [8,9], however several anatomical studies associated with aging have observed no major loss of hippocampal cells, but it seems that there are changes in the
functional dynamics of the hippocampus due to alterations in the connectivity between cells [5]. So, CA1 was
observed that there are no loss of synaptic contacts with
both the Schaffer collateral fibers as the axonal projections with cells of the entorhinal cortex but it has been
reported that in aged animals the hippocampal synapses
are no longer functional or acquire a silent state [10].
Therefore, physiological changes in the aged brain could
be expressed as the decline in the neuronal tissue physicological activity, for example, changes in spontaneous
multiple-unit activity can be considered as a measure of
neural impairment and thus as an important parameter of
electrophysiological ageing and decrement in neurological functions [2].
Furthermore, in aging, free radicals have an important
role because these molecules are highly reactive and they
are able to chemically modify other molecules. In normal
aging there is an increase of free radicals, mainly reactive
oxygen species (ROS). Although these physiological
ROS acting as intracellular signaling molecules also can
oxidize DNA, lipids and proteins provoking cell damage
and apoptosis, leading to the structural and functional
tissue decline [1]. The ROS production leads to an imbalance in the redox status damaging the mitochondrial
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electron transport chain and augmenting the free radical
generation, leading the mitochondrial ROS to flux to cytoplasm where they induce calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum, resulting in mitochondrial calcium
uptake generating a mitochondrial dysfunction associated
with the loss of calcium homeostasis and enhancement of
cellular oxidative stress. This mitochondrial dysfunction
is considered as the driving force for the ageing process
[11].
Melatonin (a pineal’s indol), due to its capacity to
cross all cellular membranes (can be especially concentrated in the nucleus and mitochondria) [12], has been
considered among the very best free radical scavengers
[13]. Melatonin can act as a direct antioxidant, acting as
a free radical scavenger removing free radicals or through
the synthesis of antioxidant metabolites like N-acetyl-Nformyl-5-methoxy-kynuramine and N-acetyl-methoxykynuramine [14], and as an indirect antioxidant agent
through second messengers, including cyclic nucleotides,
diacylglycerol, arachidonic acid, intracellular calcium
concentration and several transcription factors [15]. It
also elicits the increment in the expression and activity of
some antioxidant enzymes, such as Superoxide dismutase, Catalase, Glutathione peroxidase and Glutathione
reductase [14].
Some radicals, as the ROS, which are reduced by melatonin, in their moment can injure the cells and possibly lead them to the death [16,17]. As melatonin decreases with aging and therefore its antioxidant effects, also
several neurodegenerative diseases have been associated
with its plasmatic decrement and with the increase of the
amount of free radicals producing oxidative stress which
would lead to the neuronal deterioration in some of these
diseases [17-19].
It is important to note that in the hippocampus there
are melatonin receptors [20,21] which show that this
hormone can bind to the cells of this region and play an
important role in the aging [22,23].
In recent years our laboratory described, in Wistar rats,
that the hippocampus has an increase in the concentration of free radicals which is parallel to the increasing
age of the rats. The chronic application of melatonin significantly decreased the concentration of these radicals in
the rat hippocampus at different ages, measured by electronic paramagnetic resonance [24]. It suggests that melatonin can protect this cerebral area from the oxidation.
These data are in accord with some investigations in vitro
which support the idea that in the central nervous system
melatonin appears to play a protective role in neuronal
processes [25,26].
Whether reducing free radicals there is a decrease in
cellular oxidation then diminish cell death. So, it was
proposed that the architecture of the hippocampus would
remain in top condition in animals treated with melatonin
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

that in animals did not treat with this indole. Thus in a
second study it was showed that the mentioned hormone
elicited a higher expression of the MAP 2 in both CA1
and CA3 in the hippocampus at different ages. However,
we could not determine whether the effect was due to the
better preserved neurite or if there were new neuronal
structures [27]. This paper argues that if melatonin reduces free radicals and keeps in “good anatomical condition” to the hippocampus then it must also maintain the
electrophysiological activity of its cells properly which is
raised to analyze the effect of the hormone on the unitary,
spontaneous electrical activity of the hippocampus at
different ages.

2. METHOD
Seventy six Wistar male rats of two months of age
(180 - 200 g body weight), remained under, laboratory
conditions with a temperature of 23˚C ± 2˚C, and a cycle
light-dark 12/12 hours, water and food ad libitum. The
animals were divided in 2 groups, one received melatonin in tap water (0.5 mg/rat/day) and the control group
received polyethylene glycol (1%, melatonin vehicle)
every day. The treatment was performed by two, four, six
and eight months (middle-aged rats).
Unitary electrophysiological recordings were made in
urethane-anesthetized animals, (1.5 mg/Kg). On the recording day, the animal was placed in a stereotaxic apparatus and following the coordinates of the of Pellegrino’s atlas [28], a chloridized silver electrode into a glass
pipette filled with NaCl 4 M and a dye was introduced to
the CA1 hippocampal area. Once that spontaneous unitary activity in the hippocampus was found, this was
recorded by at least 15 min and when it became stabilized was recorded by at least 60 minutes more. Several
cells were recorded in each rat. Once finished the recording, a cathodic current was injected for depositing
the dye and to mark the registered area. The animal was
sacrificed with deep anesthesia and the brain was extracted for its later histological analysis. With the collected data, by means of a discrimination window [Winston Electronics CO], frequency histograms were made
to determine firing pattern of each cell. The recording
procedures were made at 2, 4, 6 and 8 months of treatment.

3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To determine the frequency of spontaneous activity,
the number of spikes in time was obtained (number of
spikes/60 seg). Frequency histograms were developed
for each cell (v10.0 Sigma Plot). And the average frequency was obtained from each recorded cell en each
age (Table 1).
Due to the non-standard distribution of data from
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Table 1. It shows the average activity in both groups; the control and the melatonin-treated animals, at all ages recorded. There are
differences between the two groups, but only there are significant differences until the 8 month of treatment.
GROUP

2 months

4 months

6 months

8 months

Control

337.14 ± 85.24

278.55 ± 67.63

263.45 ± 65.64

258.42 ± 57.01

Melatonin

415.33 ± 122.45

409.93 ± 92.20

466.00 ± 131.14

443.10 ± 75.37*

*

Indicates a significant difference in the electrophysiological activity of rats treated with melatonin at 8 months of treatment compared to control.

electrophysiological recordings in area CA1 of the hippocampus, we performed data normalization with reference to the maximum frequency value obtained for each
group making it equal to 1, the maximum value was taken as reference to normalize the distribution, and have
better statistical treatment of the data.
The mean of normalized data was taken for each group,
the control and that of melatonin. Statistical comparisons
between both groups were carried out by using Student’s
t-test (significance level to p < 0.05).

4. RESULTS
Spontaneous action potentials in hippocampal cells
from 76 rats were recorded. The number of cells was
different for each age. We report here only cells that were
recorded for at least 60 minutes after its stability.
In the CA1 area of control rats were obtained discharge patterns with unique spikes (tonic) while in the
same area, the melatonin-treated rats, this pattern, showed a shift in the timing of spontaneous activity with a
phasic pattern trend (the phasic distribution is characterized by aggregates of action potentials in a period of time
with alternated quiescent states of neuronal activity)
generated by trains of activity and unitary activity. There
was a decrease in activity frequency starting at four
months of age (Table 2).
At two months of treatment the rats dealt with melatonin exhibited a bursting activity with a frequency higher
than in the control rats, which exhibited a tonic activity.
The dispersion was higher in the melatonin rats than that
found in control rats. There were no significant differences (Figure 1).
After four months of treatment, control rats shown a
discharge pattern with unique spikes (tonic pattern) and
the frequency is lesser than that observed in rats treated
with melatonin. In the last group in clear the phasic pattern exhibited by the experimental rats. There were no
differences (Figure 2).
At six months the control rats exhibited a tonic pattern
activity while the cells from melatonin treated rats shown
a phasic and a tonic pattern with a frequency higher than
that displayed by the control rats. There were no differences (Figure 3).
At eight months of treatment the cells from control
rats showed, principally, discharge patterns with unique
spikes; however some cells exhibited a phasic pattern,
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

Figure 1. The figure shows histograms of frequency (spikes/
minute) in two recorded neurons (60 minutes) in hippocampal
CA1. In the control cell is observed a tonic firing pattern while
in the cell treated with melatonin there is a phasic discharge
pattern. The frequencies were similar. Rats were 2 months of
treatment. The data shown are normalized.

Figure 2. The figure shows histograms of frequency (spikes/
minute) in two recorded neurons (60 minutes) in hippocampal
CA1. In the control cell is observed a tonic firing pattern while
in the cell treated with melatonin there is a phasic discharge
pattern. Discharge frequency was about twice that exhibited by
control cells. The rats were 4 months of treatment. The data
shown are normalized.

Figure 3. The figure shows histograms of frequency (spikes/
minute) in two recorded neurons (60 minutes) in hippocampal
CA1. In the control cell observed tonic firing pattern while in
the cell treated with melatonin there is a phasic discharge pattern. It is noticeable that the activity in bursts is greater than the
tonic in this cell and is almost twice than the control. The rats
were 6 months of treatment. The histogram data shown are
normalized.
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Table 2. The table shows the percentage of the patterns of neuronal activity per group (C = control and M = melatonin) and for the
time of treatment (months). The percentage of the characteristic neuronal firing pattern of spontaneous activity in CA1 recorded in
each group showed that in melatonin groups (M) at each month there was mainly, phasic patterns characterized by the mixing of
unitary and bursting activity, whereas in control groups the pattern activity was mainly tonic .For each treatment n = 30. The pattern
of neuronal activity in the rest of neurons from each group was not classified because the apparent transition of one to other firing
type or because there was a pattern of neural activity well established.
2 months
Number of
neurons
% neuronal
firing pattern

4 months

6 months

8 months

C

M

C

M

C

M

C

M

27

21

24

25

23

22

17

23

Tonic 90%

Phasic 70%

Tonic 80%

Phasic 83.3%

Tonic 76.6%

Phasic 73.3%

Tonic 56.6%

Phasic 76.6%

while all the cells from rats treated with melatonin exhibit bursting activity. There were differences to p < 0.05.
(Figure 4)
The Figure 5 displays the average firing frequency
normalized in both groups. The control rats exhibited a
similar activity at 2, 4, and 6 months while at 8 months
this activity decreased even more. Melatonin treated cells
shown an activity which was increasing with the time
and always was higher than the control activity

5. DISCUSSION
The firing pattern from hippocampal area in rats,
chronically treated with melatonin at different age was
characterized, and it was determined whether hippocampal cells with “greater structural stability” had a “stable”
electrical activity. The animals, showed a significant increase in the hippocampal unitary activity. The cell from
control rats showed mainly discharges of simple spikes,
while cells of rats treated with melatonin showed predominantly high frequency bursting activity.
In our work, melatonin treated rats, they were middle
age animals (10 months old), exhibited an increase in the
spontaneous activity of hippocampus, which can be in
accordance with the findings of Musshoff et al. [20], in
vitro, shown the enhance of spontaneous firing rate of
neurons in CA1 region after melatonin application. One
possibility of this increase could be that melatonin application elicits a reduction of free radicals in this hippocampal area as it has been showed [24] and so the cells
have less oxidative damage and therefore the melatonin
recorded cells are in a better anatomical and physiological condition than the control.
A number of studies have postulated that aging synaptic function is the result from the alteration of intracellular calcium levels which can result in changes in the
transmission of information through the nervous system
[29]. Melatonin modulates intracellular levels of calcium
by receptors, found primarily in dentate gyrus, CA3,
CA1, and subiculum, and by regulating the high-voltageactivated calcium channel, and it opens Ca2+ intracellular
stores. In addition, within the cell, melatonin interacts
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

Figure 4. The figure shows histograms of frequency (spikes/
minute) in two recorded neurons (60 minutes) in hippocampal
CA1. In the control cell observed tonic firing pattern, whereas
in the cell treated with melatonin there is a phasic discharge
pattern. It is noticeable that the activity in bursts is greater than
the tonic in this cell. Clearly the control cell showed a very low
frequency compared to the experimental cell, discharge frequency shown by the two groups were statistically different at p
< 0.05. The rats were 8 months of treatment. In the histogram,
the data shown are normalized.

Figure 5. The figure shows the normalized average firing frequency in control and experimental rats at 4 ages recorded. It is
observed that the frequency in control rats was very similar in
the first three ages while at 8 months of treatment there was a
decrease of this. Melatonin-treated rats from two months of
treatment show a higher activity than the control rats. However,
the dispersion in such activity is also higher than in the controls,
finding significant differences only at 8 months of treatment.

with several proteins, calmodulin, G-protein, protein
Kinase α and adenylyl cyclasa which play an important
role in the calcium signaling [30]. In this way several in
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vitro evoked potentials studies had shown the multifaceted effects of melatonin in synaptic activity such as
reduction in the amplitude of synaptically evoked responses, no effect on synaptic transmission, a biphasic effect with a first depression followed by a recovery/amplification phase [15], decrements in the current amplitude of GABAA receptors [31], or the block effects of
melatonin on synaptic transmission and LTP processes in
the CA1 hippocampal neurons [15,20,30]. However, on
the contrary to the accepted view of the inhibitory action
of melatonin on neural activity, neurons in CA1 region
shown an increase of spontaneous firing rate after chronic melatonin application as it has been mentioned in
vitro experiments [30].
The continuous use of melatonin, as is the case in this
study, could produce changes in the calcium dynamic
and elicit changes in the rate and pattern of neuronal firing. Our data show that in cells from melatonin treated
rats, increased spontaneous activity and even firing pattern change, which could be related with changes in the
calcium dynamics.
In this way, the fact that the levels of this indolemine
in different tissues are inversely related to the oxidative
damage [1,12] (indicates that the use of melatonin as an
antioxidant factor is possible as experimental treatment
in dementia senile and neurodegenerative diseases [14,
32]).

6. CONCLUSIONS
The chronic application of melatonin in rat inducing
neuronal frequencies of firing in the hippocampus is
greater than the one observed in control rats.
The increase elicited by melatonin in the firing rate
could result by reducing the free radicals, maintaining
the anatomic architecture and probably by modifying the
signalization mechanisms, perhaps the calcium dynamics, however this last assertion must be studied in the
complete animal.
It is concluded that in aged animals, melatonin application can protect the electrophysiological activity which
could preserve the mechanisms necessary for memory
formation and reduce the alterations in this parameter
observed in old patients.
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